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Abstract
We improve a result due to M. Kanai on the rigidity of geodesic flows on closed
Riemannian manifolds of negative curvature whose stable or unstable (horospheric)
foliation is smooth. More precisely, the main result proven here is: Let M be a closed
C 00 Riemannian manifold of negative sectional curvature. Assume the stable or
unstable foliation of the geodesic flow 'Pt:V -v on the unit tangent bundle V of M is
C 00 • Assume moreover that either (a) the sectional curvature of M satisfies -4<K~-1
or (b) the dimension of M is odd. Then the geodesic flow of M is C 00 -isomorphic (i. e.,
conjugate under a C 00 diffeomorphism between the unit tangent bundles) to the
geodesic flow on a closed Riemannian manifold of constant negative curvature.
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I. Introduction
On a compact C 00 manifold V, let us consider a C 00 flow <.pt:V-+V. To simplify
the notation we may, at times, denote the flow by <.p.
<.p

is an A nosov flow if for a given Riemannian norm

11 ·II

on TV the tangent

bundle of V decomposes as a direct sum of continuous flow-invariant subbundles:

(1)
( EB denotes the Whitney sum of vector bundles) where for each vEV, E 0 is the
direction spanned by
<p(v)= ftlt=O<.pi(v)
which is assumed to be everywhere nonzero, and there are constants a>0 and b:2: 1
such that for all t 2:0,
11D<.p_,IE+II $b·e-at
II D<.p, IE-11 $b •e-at

(see (A]. )
Consider the distributions of linear subspaces of TV:
E+ (resp. E+ 0 =E+EBE 0 )

-

the strong (resp. weak) unstable distribution,

E- (resp. E- 0 =E+EBE 0 )

-

the strong (resp. weak) stable distribution.

These distributions are continuous and integrable. Denote the corresponding foliations
by w+ (W+ 0 ) and w- (W- 0 ). We will refer to these foliations as the Anosov foliations
of <.p and to the decomposition (1) as the Anosov splitting of TV.
A natural example of an Anosov flow is the geodesic flows on Riemannian
manifolds of negative curvature. More precisely, the following proposition holds:

Proposition 1. (see, e.g., [K~) Let <.p,:

v- V,

tEIR, be the geodesic flow on the
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unit tangent bundle V of a compact, C"° Riemannian manifold M of dimension n and
let

11 ·II

be a Riemannian norm on V. Let us suppose the existence of positive constants

k0 and k1 such that for any two-plane a tangent to M, the sectional curvature K( a) of
a satisfies

Then there exists a continuous, <p-invariant decomposition

where FfJ is spanned by the geodesic spray

'P

and a constant c;?: 1 such that for all t;?:O,

One basic question regarding Anosov flows in general and geodesic flows on
manifolds of negative curvature in particular is to understand the regularity properties
of the Anosov foliations (or the horospheric foliations, in the latter case).
In general, one should not expect the stable and unstable foliations of an
Anosov flow to be very regular. It was proven by Anosov that they are always Holder
continuous but may fail to be C 1 , even if the flow itself is C 00 •
The following theorem of B. Hasselblatt [H] justifies this claim. Recall that,
given a periodic point p of a flow <p and a hypersurface through p transverse to the
flow, one can define the first return map - the map which assigns, to each point p 1 near
p that is also contained in the hypersurface, the next point in the forward orbit of p 1
that intersects that same hypersurface.
Definition. Let 6 denote the set of Anosov flows on a compact Riemannian
manifold V, equipped with an invariant symplectic form on E=E+ EBE- and give 6 the
C 00 -topology. For <pE6, a periodic orbit p is called ,8-spread if the differential D1> of
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the return map <l> to a hypersurface through p transverse to the flow has eigenvalues .A 1
and A2 satisfying l<IAi' <IA 1 1- Define
6,0={<pE6: cp has a ,B-spread periodic orbit}.

Theorem ([H]). For ,B>l, flows in 6,0 generically do not have unstable
distribution with Holder exponent 2/,B. ( If2//3"?,1, this means

c 1 +x

for x=2/,B-1.)

It can be shown as a consequence that in an open dense set of 6, the Anosov
foliations are not C 2 •
For a C 00 Anosov flow on a three-dimensional, closed Riemannian manifold M
preserving a smooth volume form, it was shown by S. Hurder and A. Katok [HK] that
the Anosov foliations are always of class C

1

'

0

for a(x)=xlogx and if they are C 2 it

,

follows that they are, in fact, C 00 • In the case of geodesic flows on surfaces of negative
curvature the last conclusion implies constant curvature (see [G]).
The only known examples of geodesic flows on Riemannian manifolds of
negative curvature that

have C 2 Anosov foliations are the geodesic flows on

Riemannian locally symmetric spaces of IR-rank 1 and negative curvature. These spaces
are locally isometric to the hyperbolic spaces IRHn, CHn, HHn, and CaH 2 ([Ht]). In
these examples the Anosov foliations are, in fact,

cw.

In view of these facts, it makes sense to ask whether these geodesic flows on
Riemannian locally symmetric spaces are the only examples of geodesic flows on
manifolds of negative curvature with smooth horospheric (Anosov) foliations.
Concerning this question, the first

result that yields information about

manifolds of a arbitrary dimension was proven by M. Kanai:
Proposition 2 [K]. Let M be a compact COO Riemannian manifold of dimension

4

n~2. Assume that the sectional curvature of M satisfies

and that the A nosov foliations in the unit tangent bundle V of M are

ex>.

Then the

geodesic flow <pt: V-+ V, tEIR, is cx>-isomorphic to the geodesic flow 'Pt: V-+ V on the
unit tangent bundle

V

of a closed Riemannian manifold

curvature, i.e., there exists a

ex>

M

of constant negative

diffeomorphism <l>:V-+ V such that <l>o<pt='Pto<l>.

The main purpose of the present work is to improve Kanai's result by relaxing
the requirement on the sectional curvature K.
Before we explain the weaker conditions under which Proposition 2 holds, we
observe that ( 1) If M is a Riemannian locally-symmetric space of strictly negative
curvature, which does not have constant curvature, its sectional curvature K must
satisfy
sup K 1
inf K =4
(2) If the dimension of M is odd (M being a Riemannian locally-symmetric space of
negative curvature) then it is locally isometric to IRHn.
Therefore the optimal assumptions on K in order to have the same conclusion
as in Proposition 2 are expected to be: (1) either the sectional curvature K must satisfy
the pinching condition
-4<K~-1

(we can always achieve sup K=-1 by a homothetic change of metric) or (2) If the
dimension of M is odd, no restriction on K should be necessary.

It turns out that these conditions are enough:
Theorem. Let M be a closed

ex>

Riemannian manifold of negative sectional
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curvature and dimension greater than two. Assume the stable or unstable foliation of
the geodesic flow 'Pt: V-+ V on the unit tangent bundle V of M is C°°. Assume moreover
that either (a) -4 <I<~ - l

or else ( b) the dimension of M is odd. Then the geodesic

flow of M is C°°-isomorphic to the geodesic flow on a closed Riemannian manifold of
constant negative curvature.

The proof of the Theorem under condition (a) was given in [FKl] by A. Katok
and myself (it will follow from our Proposition 13). Some of the techniques used in case
(b) generalize ideas already employed in our two papers [FKl] and [FK2]. This case
constitutes the core of the present paper.
The organization of this work is as follows. In section II, we collect a number of
basic facts concerning geodesic flows and Anosov flows and define the notation we will
be using throughout this work.
In section III we define the fundamental technical object of our analysis - an

invariant affine connection on V, for a contact Anosov flow cp 1 :V-+ V. This connection,
introduced (in a slightly different way than in this paper) by M. Kanai in [K], is a
smooth object if the Anosov foliations are themselves smooth.
Section IV is dedicated to a brief summary of Kanai's work. The core of his
work is the proof that if the invariant connection V ( defined in section III) is locally
symmetric ( i.e., VR::O, R being the curvature tensor associated to V) then the
conclusion of Proposition 2 holds. Therefore our task should be to establish

VR:O

under the weaker assumptions of the theorem.
The purpose of section V is to relate the existence of nontrivial invariant
smooth tensor fields on V, like VR (assuming it does not vanish), to properties of the
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Lyapunov exponents and the Oseledec decomposition of TV (these notions are defined
at the beginning of section V). The fundamental result obtained there is that, if the
Anosov foliations of a contact Anosov flow are C 00 and there exists a C 00 tensor field

T,

which is invariant and such that v'r:;eO, then there ,exists a smooth, flow invariant
distribution of k-planes contained in E+ or E-, where 1:S:k:S:dimE+ -1. Moreover, it is
shown that there exists no invariant C 00 tensor field

T

on V such that v'r:;eO if we

assume that at almost every point the maximal Lyapunov exponent is strictly less than
twice the minimum positive Lyapunov exponent.
Finally, in section VI we conclude the proof of the Theorem. Under the
hypothesis M=odd, which is the case not considered in our previous works [FKl] and
[FK2], this is accomplished by showing how the distributions mentioned above
(obtained from the assumption v'R:;eO) can be used to construct a continuous
nontrivial subbundle of an n-1-dimensional sphere. Since this is impossible if n is odd,
we obtain a contradiction, which yields the proof in case (b ).
More generally, as pointed out before, if no restriction on the sectional
curvature K is assumed, then one expects to have:

Conjecture. Let M be a closed COO Riemannian manifold of negative sectional
curvature and dimension greater than two. Assume the Anosov foliations of the
geodesic flow 'Pt: V-+ Von the unit tangent bundle V of Mare COO. Then the geodesic
flow of M is COO-isomorphic to the geodesic flow on a closed locally-symmetric
Riemannian manifold of negative curvature.
We collect in an appendix at the end a few scattered results, which provide
some evidence to this conjecture in the particular case of manifolds of dimension
::::2(mod4).
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II. Definitions, Notations, and Basic Facts
In this section we mention a number of basic facts about geodesic flows and
Anosov flows and prove a simple technical fact (Proposition 6) concerning the
extension of invariant distributions of k-planes, needed in the proof of the Theorem.
For the reader's convenience, we cast below the notation we are going to use
throughout the work.
Notation
M - a closed (compact, boundary-less} smooth (that is, C 00 ) manifold
u - a smooth Riemannian metric on M

1r 1:TM-+M - the tangent bundle of M
1r:TTM-+TM - the tangent bundle of TM
V={vETM : <rx(v,v)=l, x=1r'(v)} - the unit tangent bundle of M, u. At times, V will
denote a more general smooth manifold carrying an Anosov flow.
M, V - the universal coverings of M, V
r - the fundamental group of M, represented as a discrete subgroup of the isometry
group of M. r also acts on V and we have M=M/r, V=V /r.
J:V-+ V - the flip map. J is the diffeomorphism of V, which sends vEV-+ -v.

0 - the contact form of TM or V

n - the

symplectic form of TM or E

'Pt:TM-+TM ('Pt:V-+V), tEIR

- the geodesic flow of (M, u). It will also denote, at

times, a more general Anosov flow on a manifold V.
tp - the vector field generating the flow, i.e.,

TV= E+ EB E- EB E 0

-

ip(v)= ftlt:o'PtCv)

the Anosov splitting of V

A=j0Ad0/\···/\d0l=l0AQn-ll - the Liouville measure on V. A is a geodesic flow-
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invariant, finite, smooth measure on V
E+ (W+) - the strong unstable distribution (foliation)
E-(w-) - the strong stable distribution (foliation)
E+o = E+ EB E°(w+ 0 )

-

the weak unstable distribution (foliation)

E- 0 = E- EB E°(w- 0 )

-

the weak stable distribution (foliation)

E=E-EBE+
P=V ftp - the space of orbits of I.Pt:V-+V
p:V -+P - the natural projection
TP = F+ EB F- - the hyperbolic splitting of TP
f -

the sign

+

or -

Fl=DpEl
GJl - the foliation associated to Fl

B - the ideal boundary of the manifold

M (of negative curvature)

%J11 - the holonomy map ( or canonical map) along a curve

r

contained in some (weak)

stable or unstable leaf joining the points u and v

HJ11( w) - the differential of %J11( w) at w (if w is omitted, the differential is understood
to be taken at v itself)
,rl :TV-+ El,

l

=

+ or

- - the linear projections

v' - the Kanai connection on V (V)
v'P - the Kanai connection on P
x, y, z, etc. - points of M
u, v, w, etc. -points of V

e, TJ, (, etc. - tangent vectors ( vector fields) of V
C - the

horizontal lift to V of the vector field

eon p

C~nvC@E*) - the set of flow-invariant C 1 tensor fields

T

on V of type (0, r) such that
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r(e1, .. ·,

er )=0 if e;EE

0

for some i

Wqi,(v) - the connected component of W((v)nCU containing v
W((v) - the leaf of W( containing v
LJ_ - the skew-orthogonal complement of L with respect to the symplectic form
£

n

e- the Lie derivative along the vector field e

CU, 'r, 'W, etc. - open sets in V or in P
Remark. The following notation will also be used frequently: If L and N are
smooth distributions of linear spaces in TV, then v'LN, [L, N], etc., will stand for the
set of all vector fields v'

e71, [e, 77], etc., such that

eEL, 77EN.

Geodesic Flows. (see, e.g., [Kl]) For a given closed C 00 Riemannian manifold M
with a complete C 00 metric u, define the contact form 0 as the smooth 1-form on TM,
0EC 00 (T*TM), such that for vETM, 1r 1(v)=x, and for each eETvTM,

0v( O=ux(v, D1r' ve),
where D1r'v:TvTM-+TxM denotes the differential of the projection map 1r 1 at v. The
same symbol 0 will refer to the restriction of the contact form to V - the unit tangent
bundle of M.
Let

n

be the smooth 2-form on TM defined by
0=d0 E C 00 (A 2 T*TM).

n

defines a symplectic form on TM, that is, it is a closed, nondegenerate 2-form on

TM. In particular nn= OA···AO is nonzero everywhere, for n=dimM.
The geodesic flow 'Pt:TM-+TM ( 'Pt:V-+ V), tEIR - or simply <p - is the flow on
TM generated by the vector field tp given as follows. Consider the smooth function
E:TM-+IR defined by
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for x=1r'(v) (so that V={vETM:E(v)=l/2}). Denote by <p the Hamiltonian vector
field associated with E; that is to say that <p is defined by the equation 0( <p,· )=dE. Let
1Pt:TM->TM, tEIR, be the flow on TM, which integrates <p. Observe that
ftE( 1Pt(v)) = DE<pi(v)lf!( <pi( v)) =O<pi(v/ <p,<p) =0,
hence E(1Pt(v)) is constant as a function oft and 1Pt can therefore be restricted to the
unit tangent bundle V of M. It can be shown that the flow lines 1Pt(v) of the geodesic
flow associated to a complete Riemannian metric are defined for all tEIR and they
project under

1r' onto geodesics in

M with initial velocity v.

The forms 0 and Q are geodesic flow-invariant, i.e.,
1Pt ·0=0, 1Pt ·n=n,

([Kl] Proposition 3.1.10) where <p/ denotes the pull-back of forms. 0 and Q will be
viewed as forms on V and we will only consider the geodesic flow <p 1 :V-> V on the unit
tangent bundle of M rather than on TM.
The tangent bundle TV of V possesses a smooth flow-invariant direct sum
decomposition TV=EEBE 0 into smooth subbundles E and E 0 , where E 0 is the onedimensional line field spanned by <p. Here, EB denotes the Whitney sum of subbundles
and by flow invariance we mean, for example, D<ptE(v)=E(<pt(v)) for all t. E(v) is the
0-skew complement of E°(v) in TvTM, i.e.,
E(v)=E 0 (v)..L={eETvTM: n(e,<p(v))=O}.
Q restricted to E(v) is nondegenerate for all v and we also have

In particular

defines a flow-invariant volume element on V, sometimes called the Liouville measure.
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The Flip Map. It is the diffeomorphism of V defined by Jv= -v. The basic
property of J that we need is that it reverses the time, i.e., Jo<pt='P-toJ for all tEIR.
Taking this as the defining property of J, we immediately obtain:
(i) (DJ)v <p(v)=-<p(J(v))
(ii) (DJ)v E<(v)=E-<(J(v)), (DJ)v w<(v)=W-<(J(v)).

(iii) J*0=-0, J*0=-0.
From now on, u will denote a Riemannian metric of strictly negative curvature
on M. The fundamental fact regarding the dynamics of geodesic flows on negatively
curved manifolds is expressed in Proposition 1, which characterizes these flows as being
Anosov flows. Since most of our work actually belongs to the more general setting of
contact Anosov flows, we would like to devote the next paragraph to this class of
systems.
Contact Anosov Flows. Let 'Pt:V--+ V be an Anosov flow on a closed smooth
manifold V of dimension 2n -1. In the following discussion assume that the Anosov
foliations are of class

er, for

r 2: 1.

We say that the flow <p 1s a

contact flow if V possesses a smooth 1-form

0EC 00 (T*V) such that
(a) 0 is cp-invariant,
(b) d0 is nondegenerate on E=E+EBE- and
(c) 0(<;,(v))=l.
We have the following easy observations:
(i) 0(E)=O. In fact, if 0 is any continuous flow invariant 1-form on V, eEE<(v)
for 1:E{ +,-} and vEV then for all t2:0
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l0v( e) I= I( <p~,t0)v( e) I= 10'P-ft( V) (Dcp _,ie) I::; 1101 I· IIDcp -ftel I::; const. IIel I-e-at
so that 0v(e)=O. It follows that there exists at most one differential 1-form on V
satisfying (a), (b), and (c) above.
(ii) d0(E\ Ef)=O and d0(E 0 , Ef)=O, for£=+ and-. This is shown exactly as
in (i). In particular, E+ and E- are Lagrangian distributions with respect to the
symplectic form n=d0IE• Since n is nondegenerate on E and n(Ef 0 ,Ef 0 )=0, one
obtains a linear isomorphism between Ef and (E-f)*, given by

E+ and E- therefore have the same dimension.
(iii) 0/\d0/\···/\d0=0/\(d0r- 1 #0 (dim V =2n-1). This is immediate from the
assumption that d0 is nondegenerate on E and from (i) and (ii). It follows that
-X=l0/\(d0r- 1 1 is a flow-invariant volume element on V.
Other properties of Anosov flows are collected in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (Anosov [A]) If I.Pt= V-+ V is a CX' Anosov flow on a compact
manifold V, which preserves a smooth probability measure .X, then
( i)

.X is an ergodic measure

( ii) The set of periodic points is dense in V

( iii) For all vE V, W' 0 ( v) ( the leaf of Wf 0 through v) is dense m V for €=+and
For contact flows all the leaves W are also dense in V.
Next, we focus our attention on the Anosov foliations Wf and Wf 0 •
Holonomy. The foliations w+ and w- are assumed, here, to be

er

for r~l.

Observe that, in the case of geodesic flows, these foliations must have the same
regularity since they are permuted by the diffeomorphism J.
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Wf and w-f are transverse to each other and have complementary dimensions
(n-1 and n, respectively).
By a foliation chart (f, CU) we mean a

er

diffeomorphism f of an open subset CU

of V onto the cube 1n- 1 x1n, where I is the interval {tEIR: -l<t<l}, and f:
x-(f1 (x),f2 (x))E 1n- 1 x1n is such that the connected components of WfnCU are given by
f 2 =constant and the connected components of w-f 0 ncu are given by f 1 =constant.
Let CU be the domain of a foliation chart ( also called, here, a foliated domain)
for Wf and w-fO and consider two points v and w in CU belonging to the same
connected component of WfnCU. We write wEWqi(v).
Define the holonomy map ( or canonical map) along the foliation w-fO to be the

er -diffeomorphism

( see the figure)
%~: uEWqi(v)-u' EW~ 0 (u)nWqi(w)

\J..

w-o (1,L)
\A.

u'

v-

ul

-o( V-)

wt (If' )

t

More generally, if wEW-f 0 (v) and I is a smooth curve joining w and v such
that 1 (t)EW-f 0 (v) for all t, we can define Jt~v by covering the image of I with sets
CU;, i=l,· • •, k, where one can define Jt CU;, and taking the composition
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'Y

%wv

so that ,(t;), ,(t;+i)ECU;

(%-Y

C\lo
C\lk
=J{,-y(toh(t1)
o ... o J{,-y(t k)'Y(t k+l)

only depends on the homotopy class of ,EW-' 0 (v)).

The following two properties are immediate consequences of the definitions.
(i)

%~vo%Ju=%~u,

for w, v and u on the image of , (the composition being well-

defined, if we take the domain of %Ju appropriately small).
•• )
( 11

0

v-Y
v'l't -Y
fPt0JbwvO<f'_t=Jb'l't(w)cpt(v)'

-"
1or

a II tE 1R . Th.1s property -"10II ows f rom t h e fl ow-

invariance of the Anosov foliations.

It is a well-known fact (and trivial, in our case, since the holonomy maps are
differentiable) that %~11 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on leaves.
We can also consider the linear isomorphism

(The above constructions are clearly also defined on the universal covering

V of V.)

We say that an object defined on the leaves of W' is invariant under the

holomy transport along the leaves of w-eo

if it is invariant under the map

%-Y

just

defined.
The Space of Leaves

V/W< 0 .

(See also [K] and references therein.) In

V,

define

the equivalence relation that identifies points on a same leaf of w< 0 • The quotient,
equipped with the quotient topology , can naturally be called the space of leaves of W' 0
(in

V)

and will be denoted by

V/ W' 0 •

~/ W +o and V~/ w- o are not necessarily well-behaved (say, Hausdorff) spaces for
V
a general Anosov flow. However, for the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of a
complete Riemannian manifold M of negative curvature the following is true:

V/ w+ 0
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~/ W +a are homeomorphic to an ( n -1 )-dimensional sphere, which can be
and V
naturally identified with the ideal boundary B of

er,

r ~ 1, then V /

M (dim M =n).

If the foliations are

w+o and V / w- 0 are er -diffeomorphic to an ( n -1 )-dimensional

sphere ( observe that if we use local leaves of

w-

to define coordinate systems for

V ;w+ 0 , then the change of coordinates is given by the holonomy map).
Note that if vEVf->F(v)CEe(v) is a continuous distribution of linear subspaces
of E\ which is invariant under the holonomy transport along the leaves of

w-eo,

then

F descends to a continuous distribution on V ;w-e 0 •
The Space of Orbits P [K]. Denote by P the quotient space V / <p, where two
points on V are identified if and only if they lie on a same orbit of <p.
If V is the unit tangent bundle of a complete Riemannian manifold of negative

curvature, its space P has a unique differential structure that makes the natural
projection p:V --+P smooth and it can be identified (is homeomorphic) with the space

where B is the ideal boundary of

M.

Observe that P is simply connected if n~3.

We also have the following facts:
(i) The exterior derivative d0 of the contact form 0 on V can be pushed forward
to define a symplectic form

n

on P (this is because d0 is flow invariant and

(ii) The distributions p+ and F- are integrable. Denote by 'J+ and 'J- the
corresponding foliations. They constitute a pair of transverse Lagrangian foliations with
respect to

n.

The Holonomy Span of a Distribution. In this paragraph, let <pt:V--+ V denote
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any C 00 Anosov flow on a compact smooth manifold V possessing a smooth, flowinvariant volume form A.
Given a distribution of linear spaces
vECU.cV ...... K(v)cEf(v)
defined on an open subset CU.:¢:0, we can define the holonomy span of K, denoted by
hspanK, as
vEVi-+(hspan K)(v)=span{ HJ,,(u)K(u) : uECU.nw-f 0 (v) and ; is
a smooth curve in w-fO ( v) joining w and v}.
In words: For each vEV and for every uECU. belonging to the weak €-leaf of v, consider
the holonomy transport of K(u) from u to v. The linear span of all the subspaces of
Ef(v) obtained in this way is by definition (hspan K)(v).
Proposition 6. Let

l.f't :

V-. V (tEIR) denote any C 00 Anosov flow on a closed

manifold V, preserving a smooth probability measure A. Let E£ and E£ 0 for €= +, denote the tangent bundles of Wf and W£ 0 • Assume the A nosov foliations are

er,

r~l, and let vEC\.l.i-+I<(v)CE\ for some€, a cr-l distribution of linear subspaces of Ef

defined on an open subset CU.:¢:0 of V. Let vE Vi-+ F( v) be a measurable distribution of
linear subspaces of E£ such that F is invariant under the holonomy transport along the
leaves of w-£O and assume that I<( v) CF( v) for almost every point v in CU. Then
uE Vi-+L(v)=hspanI<(u) is a cr-l distribution, which is invariant under the holonomy

transport along w-£O and for almost every uE V, L(u)CF(u). Moreover, if I< is flowinvariant, so is L.

Proof. Let vEV be a point where L=hspan K has the maximal dimension.
There exists a neighborhood 'f" of v where the dimension of L does not drop.

If u is any other point in V, we have by Proposition 3
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so that the dimension of L 1s actually constant everywhere, hence L is continuous
everywhere.
Let v be any point in V. It is also clear (since E<(v) is finite dimensional) that
the holonomy span of K at v can be defined by means of only finitely many points in
w-· 0 (v), that is, one can find points Uo,· · •,ukEw-· 0 (v)n'U such that Uo=v, U;=1(t;)
for a smooth curve 1cw-· 0 (v) and

By the continuity of K and the smoothness of the Anosov foliation, there will be an
open neighborhood 'U. 0 of v and 'li;C'U of u;, for i=i· · ·, k, which are sufficiently small
so that for any v 1 E'U. 0 and any curve 1 1 cw-•°(v 1) close enough to I and any points
u/ E'li; on the image of 1 , we have

Therefore Lis smooth if Kand the holonomy maps are smooth.
Since (a) K(u)CF(u) for almost all uE'f", (b) Fis invariant under the holonomy
transport along

w-• 0 ,

and ( c) the holonomy maps are absolutely continuous, we

obtain: For almost all v 1 E'U 0 there will be points u:E'li;nw-• 0 (v 1) and a smooth curve
,' close to I such that u:=,'(t:) and

H~:u •_,L( u/) CF(v

1

),

I

L(v')=hspan { H1',
,K(u/) : i=O,· ··, k}.
u ui
Hence L(v 1)CF(v1) for almost all v 1 E'U. 0 • But CU. 0 was a neighborhood of an arbitrary
point of V. Therefore LCF almost everywhere.

□
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ID. An Invariant Affine Connection on V
In this section, unless specified otherwise, t.f't:V-i-V will denote a contact
Anosov flow on a compact smooth manifold V.
Denote by 71'': TV->- E',

€=

+, - ,

distributions E' are differentiable of class

or 0, the natural projections and assume the

er,

r~ 1.

The I< anai connection is an affine connection v' on V such that
(i) The 2-form

n

=d0 is parallel: v'Q = 0. That is to say that given arbitrary smooth

vector fields e,11, and ( on V we have {Q(77,()-Q(v' e11,()-Q(17,v' e0=0.
(ii) The projections 71'' are parallel: v'71''= 0,

€=

+, -,

O. This is equivalent to

requiring that if { is a vector field such that {(v)EE'(v) for all v and if 1J is an
arbitrary smooth vector field on V, we have
(v' 77 {)(v)EE'(v)
for all v. We will simply write v'E'cE'.

(iii) v' is transversely torsion-free, meaning that the torsion tensor T of v' only has
nonzero component along E 0 (thus T(e,11) =f({,77)-r;,, where f is an antisymmetric
bilinear function).
(iv)

r;,

is a parallel vector field: v'r;,=O.

(v) The covariant derivative along

r;,

is the Lie derivative along the flow.

Remark. The requirements (iv) and (v) are somewhat arbitrary and it would
suffice for what follows to define a covariant derivative for vector fields tangent to
E=E+a:,E- (derivated along vector fields of the same kind). Yet we find it convenient
to have a covariant derivative defined for arbitrary smooth vector fields.

Proposition 7. (i) There exists a unique affine connection v' on V satisfying
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( i)-( v). 'v is 'Pi-invariant and is of class
( ii) Let

eEC( v)

c-- 1

if the bundles g+ are of class C".

and wE iv-f 0 ( v). Consider a differentiable curve ti---+ 1( t) E iv-f 0 ( v)

such that ,(0)=v and ,(l)=w. Denote by

P~ve

the parallel transport of

e to

Tw

V

along 1 . Then

( that is, "parallel transport= holonomy" ).

Proof.

We first show the existence of a unique covariant derivative of vector

fields in E, along vectors in E, satisfying the properties (i)-(iii).
Let us define c = ,r + -

,r- and let g = 0( · , c · ). g is a bilinear, nondegenerate

symmetric form on E and one can define the corresponding Levi-Civita connection - the
unique torsion-free connection 'v 1 with respect to which g is a parallel tensor field, i.e.,
V 1g = 0.

Note that V 1c::::0 is equivalent to V 1,rf= 0,

equivalent to V' preserving the subbundles E\

€=+, -.

€= +, -,

which in turn is

To prove this last property,

consider the following well-known formulas (see, e.g., [KN] vol.I, p. 36 and [He]
Theorem 9.1, p. 48). Given vector fields
(a) 2g('v 1e11,v)=eg(17,v)

+

e, 17, v in E,

77g(e,v) - vg(e,11) - g([77,v],e) - g([e,v],77)

(b)3dO(e,77,v)=eO(77,v) - 170(e,v)

+ vO(e,11)

+ O([e,v],77)

- O([77,v],e)

+ g([e,11],v)

- O([e,77],v).

From (a), (b), and recalling that dO=0 we obtain: For given vector fields
7Jf, vf in Ef, for € =

t,

+, g('vef 7Jf, vf) = 0, hence

g('vef 77-\ v-f) = €3/2 dO (

Vt 7Jf E Ef

e, 77-\ v-f)

and

= 0, hence 'v

e 77-f

E E-f.

(One should keep in mind the property O(Ef 0 , Ef 0 )=0.) It also follows from a simple
computation that if 'v 1c
and (iii).

=0 and

V 1g

=0 then

'v 10

=0.

Therefore 'v 1 satisfies (i), (ii),
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Given arbitrary vector fields e=e 1+ f<;, and 1J=1Ji + h<;, for real functions f and
h, and vector fields

e1, 1Ji in E, define
v e,,.,

=

v L,,.,1 +

f£<;,,,.,

+ (e1h) <;,

It is not difficult to check that V so defined is the unique affine connection on V that
satisfies (i)-(v). Moreover, the connection <p;V, defined by

also can be shown to have the same properties. By uniqueness, we must have V = <p;V,
so that Vis flow-invariant (note that all the objects defining V are <p-invariant).
By computing the Christoffel symbols of V, one readily sees that V is cr-l if
the foliations are

er (observe

that the involution c has the same smoothness as the

distributions E+ and E-).

In order to prove (ii), it suffices to show that a vector field

e tangent

to E',

which is invariant under the canonical map H, satisfies V ,,.,e=O for any vector field 1J

Let

e be

a vector field defined on a neighborhood W of vEV such that

e(v)EE'(v) and

for u in W and wEW-' 0 (v). Let f be any differentiable function on W that is constant
along the leaves of w-,o (i.e., fo%wv=f). Then

Now, if 1J is another vector field defined near v and tangent to E-', we have 1]f=O and

TJ(ef)=O so that [e,,,.,Jf=0 for every such f. Therefore [e,TJ] must be a vector field
tangent to E-,o. On the other hand
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therefore V 11 {=0, proving the claim.

□

The next proposition refers to the particular case of the geodesic flow on a
closed Riemannian manifold of negative curvature.
Recall the flip map J and the fibration p: V __. P, where P is the space of orbits
of the flow <p. Given a vector field { on P, denote by
vector field on
refer to

V such

that CEE=E+EBE- and

e

C the unique flow invariant

projects onto { under Dp. We will

C as the lift of {.
Proposition 8. ( i) The invariant connection V pushes forward to an affine

connection VP on P, which can be characterized by: (a) vPn=o, (b) VP F'cF', for
f=+and-, and (c) VP is torsion-free. Moreover, if { and 11 are vector fields on P we
have V e11*=(Vf11)*.
( ii) Denote by R and RP the curvature tensors of V and VP respectively. Then

(VP RP)u=O if and only if (V {R)v(11,()=0 for arbitrary vectors {,11, and (

in

W(v)EBC-(v) and any v in the orbit uEP.
( iii) V is invariant under J.

Proof. (i) Define an affine connection VP on P by: Given vector fields { and 11
on P,

(Vf11)*=V e11*.
Properties (a), (b), and (c) easily follow from the corresponding properties of V. As an
example we show that VP is torsion-free.

First we observe that, as [{,11]* and [{*,11*]

project onto the same vector field on P it follows

Therefore
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0

= v' er,* -v' r,*C-([C ,r,*]-11' [C ,r,*])
=T(C ,r,*)+7r 0 [C ,r,*] EE 0
=0, since
(ii) For vector fields

e, TJ, and

71'

0

(*=0 for any(.

( on P, we have

(RP ( e,r,)()* =(v'ev'ry()* -(v'ry v'e()* -(v'[e,T/f)*

=v c v TJ.c-v r,* v cc-v [e,111*'*
=R(C,r,*)(*+v' 11'o[C,r,*](*
=R(C,r,*)(*,
since v' <p(*=[!f',C]=0. It follows that
((v'iRP)( e,TJ )()* =(v' µ*R)( e*,r,*)(*,
from which the claim follows (note: (v' ei R)(f.i, ea)e 4 =0 if e;EE 0 for some i).
(iii) Follows from observing that the connection J*v' defined by

□

satisfies the same properties that characterize v'.

Let g be the symmetric, nondegenerate bilinear form on E introduced in the
proof of Proposition 7 (i): g=O( •,c• ), where c is the involution of E given by

Denote by R the curvature tensor of the Kanai connection v' and consider also
the tensor field of type (0,4) defined by R=g(R( ·,· )·,· ). Its covariant derivative
w=v'R is a (0,5)-tensor field and we have w::O if and only if v'R::0. Similarly, define
RP and RP associated to the affine connection v'P on P.

Proposition 9. ([FI< 2] Lemma 2) (1) R,

fields on V.

R,

and w are flow-invariant tensor
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such that

For geodesic flows, this same fact is true for

(3) For any vEV, t:E{+,-} and vectors

e

1,

€

=+

and - .

ea, e 5EE'(v) and e 2, e 4En'(v), we have

Wv( e1,"" ",es)= Wv( eµ(1)' • • • ,e µ(5)),
where µ is any permutation of { 1, · · · ,5} such that µ

=µ 1 o µ

2

-

the product of a

permutation µ 1 of {1, 3, 5} and a permutation µ 2 of {2, 4}.

Proof. (1) follows naturally from the <p-invariance of v7 and g. In order to show
the other properties, we need to consider the algebraic symmetries of w.

First, let us

observe that Rv(e1,e2,ea.e4)= 0 whenever e1 and e2, or ea and e4 belong to the same
subbundle E' 0 for

t:=+ or -.

In fact, as R(e 1,e 2)E' 0 c E' 0 and fl(E' 0 , E' 0 )=0, we

have Rv(e 1,... , e 4)=fl(Rv(e 1,e 2)ea, e 4)= 0, whenever ea and e 4 belong to the same
space E'.

On the other hand, it is well known (see, e.g., [He]) that the curvature

tensor of an affine connection associated to an indefinite metric satisfies

Rv(e1, e2, ea, e4)= R(ea, e4, e1, e2)
so that the same property holds for the first pair.

R also

satisfies the following symmetries, true for any curvature tensor with an

indefinite metric (see, e.g., [He]). We use the abbreviation

c1 2 3 4) :=R(e1, e2, e3, e4).
Then one has
(1 2 3 4) = (3 4 1 2) = -(2 1 3 4) = -( 1 2 4 3)
(1 2 3 4)

+(23

1 4)

+

(3 1 2 4)

= 0 (first Branchi identity).

From these properties and the second Bianchi identity ((vi) below) we obtain, for
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(i) (1 2 3 4 5) = 0 whenever e 2 and ea, or e 4 and es belong to the same sub bundle E',

<:=+

or-.

(ii)

(1 2 3 4 5)

=

-(1 3 2 4 5)

(iii)

(1 2 3 4 5)

=

-(1 2 3 5 4)

(iv)

=

(1 2 3 4 5)

(1 4 5 2 3)

(v)

(1 2 3 4 5)

+

(1 3 4 2 5)

+

( vi)

(1 2 3 4 5)

+

(2 3 1 4 5)

+ (3

(1 4 2 3 5)
1 2 4 5)

=0

=0

The identities (i)-(v) are easily obtained from the corresponding properties of

R by

using that VE' CE' and the formula
s

Wv(e1, .. ,,es)=e1R(e2,· .. ,es)- .E R(e2, .. ,,v c
V

-

-

V

•=2

'-1

e; ,.. ,,es),
-

where e;E E 6 (v) and ti is any smooth vector field in E 6 that extends
now immediate to show that (i)-(vi) imply (2) and (3).

e;

near v.

It is
□
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IV. An Outline of Kanai's Work
In this section we indicate how the conclusion of the Theorem follows after we
establish v'R=O, where R is the curvature tensor associated to the invariant affine
connection v' (which is a C 00 connection, since we are assuming the Anosov foliations
are C 00 ). This constitutes the bulk of [K] and the reader may wish to consult that
paper for the details.
Let us first look at the model space IRHn - the real hyperbolic space - for
inspiration. This space can be represented as the homogeneous manifold
IRHn =SO 0 (n,1 )/SO(n,IR),
where G=SO 0 (n,1) is the connected component of the identity of the orthogonal group
associated to the quadratic form Q(x)=xi+··•+x~-x~+l and K=SO(n,IR) is its
maximal compact subgroup. The unit tangent bundle

V of IRHn

is given by

V =SO 0 ( n,1 )/SO( n-1,IR).
In order to describe the geodesic flow on

V,

we observe that the Lie algebra

@

of G can be shown to decompose as the direct sum

@=!ll-1 +$0+$1
which defines the structure of a graded Lie algebra, i.e., if we set $k=0 for k=ji-1, 0,
or 1, then

and $ 0 is a subalgebra isomorphic to IR•6EBso(n-1,IR)=IR•6EB~ 0 • Here, 6 1s a vector
that generates the center of $ 0 • The adjoint action of 6 on

We can integrate 6 to obtain a flow on
denotes the exponential map from

@

V

@

satisfies

as follows. Let gt=Exp t6 (Exp

to G) and consider the flow on G defined by right
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multiplication by gt. Since g_tH gt =H (H being the analytic subgroup of G with Lie
algebra so(n-1,IR)), gt defines a flow on the quotient space - the geodesic flow of IRHn:

The space of orbits P can be given as P=G/H 0 , where
H 0 :={s•g: gESO(n-1,IR), s>0}
is the closed analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra $ 0 •
The linear subspaces $_ 1 and $ 1, considered as G-invariant distributions of
linear subspaces in TG, define integrable distributions in the quotient spaces
The corresponding invariant foliations are the Anosov foliations in

V

V and P.
and its

projections on P. We will continue to use for these objects the same notations as in the
previous paragraphs except that we will add a " -" to indicate that the object is
- +o denotes the strong
associated to the model (homogeneous) space. So, for example, W

unstable foliation in

V.

The space of leaves of Wf 0 , B=Bf=V/Wf 0 (<:=+,-)can also be given as a
homogeneous space: B:=G/H+, where H+ is the closed analytic subgroup of G with Lie
algebra $ 0 + !Jl 1 and we can identify B with the n-1-sphere
ron,1 :xn+l= 1 , X12+ ···+xn-Xn+1=
2
2
0} .
S n-1 = { XEn
The action of G on

13

preserves the conformal structure of

sn-l

induced from the

. k ows k'1 space nron,1 .
Mm

P is

a symplectic manifold. The (G-invariant) symplectic form

n can be defined

as follows. Let 6* denote the dual form of 6, so that 6*(6)=1, 6*($_ 1+~ 0 +$ 1)=0. 6*
may be viewed as a G-invariant 1-form on G. It can be shown that 6*descends to the
quotient

V

and defines a contact form

further down to

P and

0 there.

defines the symplectic form

The exterior derivative d6* descends

n there.
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The homogeneous space

P

invariant affine connection '7P on

is, m fact, an affine symmetric space. The G-

P

is exactly the Kanai connection defined in the

previous section. It is a complete torsion-free connection such that '7PR P:0 (RP is the
corresponding curvature tensor).
Let us now consider the geodesic flow <p in the unit tangent bundle V of a
compact manifold M of dimension n2:'.3 and negative curvature. Also suppose the
Anosov foliations are C 00 so that the affine connection v'P on P defined in the previous
section is also C 00 • Assume that v'PRP ::::0, i.e., (P, v'P) is an affine locally-symmetric
space.
The first step of Kanai's proof is to understand the structure of the group of
affine transformations of v'P. The Lie algebra of this group can be described as follows:
Let xEP and define $£1 =Ff(x),

€=

+

or -. Define $

0

as the space of

endomorphisms a of $=$_ 1+$ 1 such that alllfClllf (€=+and-) and a·RP::0 (a
acts on the tensor algebra of T xP as a derivation). It follows from v'PRP ::::0 and the
Bianchi identity for v'P that for all e,77ET xP, RP(e,7J)E$ 0 and
@=lll-1 +lllo+lll1
is a real finite dimensional Lie algebra with the brackets defined as: Given a,,8Elllo and
e,77ETxP,

It is easy to show that @ satisfies the property ( *) and it contains an element 5
satisfying (**). Moreover $

0

acts faithfully on lllf, i.e., if aE$ 0 and [a,lllf]=0, then

a=O. A Lie algebra satisfying these properties is called in [K] a bipolarized symmetric
Lie algebra.
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Denote by P the homogeneous space P=G/H, where G is the analytic real Lie
group with Lie algebra

@

and H is the connected analytic subgroup of G whose Lie

algebra is $ 0 • H is a closed subgroup since it is the set of fixed points of an involution
of G that integrates the Lie algebra automorphism
and

o-:@-+@,

defined by

o-e=e for eE!llo

o-e=-e for eE\ll.
The linear subspaces $_ 1 and $ 1 , considered as left-invariant distributions on P

are integrable and we denote the corresponding ( G-invariant) foliations by ~+ and ~ - .
Let

V

denote the canonical G-invariant affine connection on P, which makes P and P

locally isomorphic as affine spaces (see [KN]).
Next step in Kauai's argument is the classification of the Lie algebras

@

that

can occur. This is based on the classification of graded Lie algebras of the first kind

(i.e., satisfying(*) and !llk=O for lkl~2) obtained by

Kobayashi and Nagano in

[KN a], and on the following lemma.
Denote

by

Ht,

€=

+, or

the

connected

analytic

subgroups

of G

corresponding to the Lie subalgebras ~£=!Jlo+!Jl£• It is shown in [KJ that H£ are closed
subgroups. Define B=G/H£. Then

Lemma ((3.3) and (3.6) m [KJ). If B+ and B- are compact, then

@

is

semisimple. If this is the case, the universal coverings of B+ and B- are diffeomorphic

to a certain compact Riemannian symmetric space B 0 • Moreover, if B 0 is irreducible
(i. e., if it does not admit a nontrivial decomposition B 0 =B 1 x ··· xBr, r>l), then

@

is simple.
In section 4.1 of [K], it is shown that B 0 is diffeomorphic to a sphere that is
identified with the ideal boundary of

M.

Therefore,

@

must be a simple Lie algebra and
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[KNa] yields that <D'.:::sl(n,IR) or so(n,1). The wrong algebra sl(n,IR) can be discarded by
using certain properties of the action of

r on the ideal boundary of M ([K]

4.1).

Therefore we have, as for the real hyperbolic space, P=SOo(n,1)/H°, where H 0
is defined by H 0 '.:::{s•g: gESO(n-1,IR), s>0}. Moreover one has ([K], p. 22):
Aut(P) :=Aut(P,n,cfr+,cfr-)
:=group of diffeomorphisms of P that preserve

O and the foliations

':ff

'.:::group of isometries of IRHn

It is shown m section 4.2 of [K] that the developing map W:P-+P (obtained
from the fact that (P, v'P) and (P, VP) are locally isomorphic) is a diffeomorphism
that preserves the Anosov foliations.
The next crucial point in the proof is the observation that, under the affine
diffeomorphism

w,

the symplectic form

n

on P is pushed forward to a multiple of

0.

After a homothetic change of the metric on the hyperbolic space, we can assume that

The fact that W is now a symplectic diffeomorphism allows one to define a
transitive action of G on V commuting with cp. This is explained in section 4.4 of [K].
From that, one obtains a diffeomorphism <I>: V-+ V such that <I> ocpt = /f'T o <I>.
After deforming <I> by adding a global shift (i.e., after replacing <I> by tpTo<I> for some
rEIR), one obtains a diffeomorphism between V and
fundamental group of M - acts on

V

V,

which is f-equivariant (r - the

since rcAut(P)=Aut(P)'.:::lsom(IRHn)). This lets

us define the required diffeomorphism between the compact manifolds V =

<1>r<1>- 1 \

v.

r\ V

and
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V. Some Smooth Ergodic Theory
Let V be a compact C 00 Riemannian manifold and

II· II

the corresponding norm

on TV. Let <pt:V _,.y denote a C 00 flow defined on V. IfvEV and ~ET.,V, define

For each v EV,

x+ ( v, ·)

assumes finitely many values on T v V, say

Define

Fi(v) is a linear subspace of T.,V, and we have the filtration:

The functions Xi, s, and the filtration (F J are <pr invariant and measurable, as
functions of vE V.
The following proposition is a reduced version, enough for our needs, of the
Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem of Oseledec (see, e.g., [P] or [Ml).
Let A be any <pcinvariant Borel probability measure on V. The set A defined in
the next proposition is called the set of Lyapunov regular points.
Proposition 9.

Let V be a compact CX° Riemannian manifold, <pt: V-,. V a

smooth flow on V, and A a <p-invariant Borel probability measure on V. Then there
exists a <p-invariant measurable set Ac V of full Lebesgue measure with the following
property: For each vEA, there are linear subspaces E;( v) of Tv V such that
Tv V
and

=

a(v)

i~l Ei(v)
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uniformily in

eE Ei( v).

The subspaces E/ v), j= 1, · · ·, s( v), and the functions s,

x 1 ,- • ·,X• depend measurably on v and are <p-invariant.
Assume now that <p is a contact Anosov flow. We have therefore the hyperbolic
decomposition E=E+q,E-, where Eis the kernel of the contact form 0 and i1=d0IE
defines a symplectic form. In this case we may also consider the filtration

The following proposition says that the holonomy transport of vectors m E+
along

w- 0

preserves the filtration (Fi) and the forward exponents

Proposition
TV= W$ F:"'$

E°

Lemma

3).

is differentiable of class

er,

10.

([FK2]

Assume
r~ 1.

Xi-

the

A nosov

splitting

Let v, wE V, with vE

w- 0 (w).

Then

s(v)=s(w), x"l"(v)=x"l"(w)
for i=l, · · ·, s, and for each i

Hwv( v)

FT( v) = FT( w).

In particular, the filtration (Fi+) is cr-l along the leaves of

w- 0 •

Proof. It suffices to prove that, if vEW-(w), eE F"l"(v), and e':= Hwv(v)e, then

But
limsup dist(<pt(w),'Pt(v)) = 0,
t-++oo

so that there are constants 0< c, c1 such that for every t~ 0 and T}E E+('Pt(v)),
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Therefore
□

Invariant Tensor Fields and Resonance Relations for the Lyapunov Exponents.
We continue to consider a C 00 contact Anosov flow 'Pt:V-> V, tEIR, on a compact C 00
manifold V.
Define the set C~nvC 0T*V) of all flow-invariant

er

tensor fields on V of type

(O,r). We will also need to consider the set C~nv( 0E*) of tensor fields r contained in

c~nvC 0T*V),

which vanish when contracted with vectors in Ea; that is, if

e1, .. ·, er are

vectors in T v V, then

if at least one

ei belongs to Ea ( v).

We note that there is no loss of generality in considering only tensor fields of
type (O,r). This is because we have a duality between TV and T*V given by means of
the <p-invariant, nondegenerate bilinear form

Thereby we obtain a correspondence between (l,m) and (0, l+m)-tensors preserving <pin variance. Moreover, since the above bilinear form is parallel with respect to the
invariant affine connection defined in the previous section, that correspondence also
sends parallel tensors into parallel tensors.
The following proposition shows that for a nontrivial continuous tensor field on
V, invariant under the flow <p, the Lyapunov exponents of <p must satisfy an arithmetic
condition. We call this condition a resonance relation.

Proposition 11 ([FKl] Lemma 1). Let rE C1nvC 0 TV) and vEA - the set of
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Lyapunov regular points - be such that Tv#O. Consider vectors

ei

E Ez.(v) 'i=l, ... ,r,
I

such that

Then

Proof. We have
0 # Tv(e1, ... , er)= ( <p;r)v(e1, ... ,er)= T1Pt(v)((D1Pt)ve1, ... , (D<pt)ver ).

But llrvll is bounded for all vEV, so that

for some constant c>O and

r

Passing to the limit as t-++oo, and t-+-oo, we obtain

r

0~±:Ex1 ., so that :Ex 1 .=0.
i=l

I

i=l

1

D

For the following lemma, let V denote any <p-invariant smooth affine connection
on V, where <pt:V-+ V is a smooth

Anosov flow on the compact smooth manifold V,

preserving a smooth probability measure A. We require that V 'P be the Lie derivative
along the flow.
Let 'f be a C 00 vector subbundle of TV$ .. •$TV (r times) and denote by
p:'f-+ V the base point projection. We will regard a tensor field rEC~v( ®T*V) as a

real valued function on 'f:

If eoETvV, vEV and eEp- 1 (v), let us define
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Given XET ,'f", (E'f", ,consider the directional derivative (DT)eX of

T

along the vector

X.

r

Lemma 3. Let TE ~v( ®

V) and denote by A 1 the subset of A consisting of

points v with the following property: There exist ( 0 ETvV and (=(( 1 ,···,(r)Ep- 1 (v)
such that

and for every XE Tv'f" for which (Dp)eX=( 0 we have

Then A 1 is a set of measure zero.

Proof. If A'= 0 there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, pick VE A' and

eOE TV V'

(=(( 1 ,· ··,(r )Ep- 1 (v) as in the statement of the lemma.
We claim that Tv(()=0. If not, it would follow by Proposition 11 that
r

I:x 1 .(v)
i=l

'

= 0.

But wv(( 0 ,()j0, so by the same proposition
r

I:xi-(v)
1

i=O

= 0.

Hence X1a(v)=0. This implies that (o=a•ip. But then Vea T=a•£i;,T=0, since T is '{)invariant (£ denotes the Lie derivative). This contradiction proves the claim.
Consider now the level set of

T

N = { 17E'f":T( 1/ )=0}.

Since (DT)ei:0 for the

e chosen

existence of a neighborhood 9!
submanifold embedded in 'f".

above, the Implicit Function Theorem implies the

e of eE 'f"

such that N

n 9! e is

a smooth (connected)
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We note that for every YET

eN,

(Dr\ Y=0 so that there is no YET

eN

which (Dp)e Y=e 0 • Therefore e is a critical point of the smooth function P1Nn9.1

for

e

(of

course dimNn9.le>dimV).

e in

Denote by N 1 the smooth submanifold of 'f consisting of all
there exists a neighborhood 9.1 of

e in

N for which

'f such that Nn9.1 is a smooth manifold

embedded in 'f. N 1 contains all the neighborhoods Nn9.le just constructed. Therefore
the restriction pj N' is a smooth function of which all the points of A' are critical
values. By Sard's Theorem ..\(A')=0.
Let

n

D

be a smooth invariant symplectic form defined on E+EBE-. Due to

Proposition 11, applied to the invariant form
so is

-x.

n,

if x is a Lyapunov exponent of r.p, then

If Ex and E-x denote the corresponding

decomposition, then it also follows that

n is

subspaces in the Oseledec

nondegenerate when restricted to ExEBE-x

and defines an isomorphism between E£X and (E-fx)*. The Oseledec decomposition
(Proposition 9) can therefore be written as

(0)
where dim Ef =dim E~ and the Lyapunov exponents are

Here, Ei, tX; and s are measurable, r.p-invariant functions on V.
Given vEA, denote by Xmax(v) the maximum Lyapunov exponent at v and by
E~ax(v), t= +, or -, the subspace in the Oseledec decomposition associated with
tXmax(v). Analogously, define Xmin(v) - the minimum positive Lyapunov exponent at v

- and the associated linear space E~;n(v).

Proposition 12. Assume the distributions E+ and E- are C 00 • Consider a <p-

in variant smooth affine connection v' on V such that v' E£ CE£, for

t

=+

or-. Given
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TE ½n.,( ©E*), define the set Amax

of points vEA at which v' ea r:;iO

for some

eaEEmax( v) and some tE{ +,- }. Then, we have A(Amax)=O.
Proof. By the multilinearity of
restrictions of

T

to 'f = E' 1E& • • • E& E'r,

f;

T,

it suffices to prove the lemma for the

E { + ,-} . As before let p: 'f-+ V be the base

point projection. We may, of course, suppose Amax#0.
Let vEAmax and e=(e 1,· ·•,er )Ep- 1(v) be a point in 'f such that (v' ea r)(e)#O
for some eaEE~ax(v). By linearity we may assume that e;E E;'.(v), i=l, ···, r.

'

According to Proposition 11,

Let XET e'f be any tangent vector to 'fate. X can be given as
d
~
x=cftlt=oe (t),

where

b-+Z (t)=(e 1(t), · · ·, zr(t))

is a smooth curve in 'f such that

We claim that

Note that once the claim is established, Lemma 3 yields A(Amax)=O.
We have

If for some i r(e1, .. ·,

vz.
dt '(0), .. ·, er) is not zero, there will be µEEj'i(
r(e1, ···,

ei-1'

µ, ei+l• ···, er):;iO.

V

) such that
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Again by Proposition 11 we obtain

Combining this equation with ( *) we obtain

a contradiction, since Xii and Xj are positive.
In [FKl] we used

D

essentially the same proof as the one above to show that if

the Lyapunov exponents of r.p satisfy
Xmax<2·Xmin

almost everywhere, then for every rEC~.,( ©E*), v'r:0. We give below a slight
generalization of this fact.
Consider the following situation. Suppose the distributions E', for c =

+

or

decompose into r.p-invariant smooth distributions q:

E'=£
U.
i=l '
Let v' 1 be an invariant affine connection on V that is smooth

and adapted to that

decomposition, i.e., v''qcq, for all i and c.
At vEA, define:
~;(v)=inf { x(v,e) : eEL°t(v) }
X;(v)=sup { x(v,e) : eEL°t(v) }.

Proposition 13. Assume that E'

=6, Li

as above and let v' 1 be an invariant ex'

affine connection adapted to that decomposition. Assume moreover that

almost everywhere and for all i. Then if rE Cf,;.,( 0.E*), we have
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Proof. Assume v' 1r:;i:0. Let vEA be such that (v' 1r)v:;i:0 and assume that the
condition on the exponents holds (since v' 1 and

are flow invariant and the flow 1s

T

ergodic with respect to the smooth measure A, the set of such v has full measure).
For vEAn{v:(v' 1r)v:;i:0}, we can find eiEE;\v) such that

•

so that

Let 'ZiEL~i- be a smooth vector field defined near

•

r(e1, ... , v'

I

e/~

i• ... ,

V

that extends

e;. If

er)i=O

for some i, then (since v''q.cq,.)
I
I
r

O::::€iX1.(v)) -€;X1.(v)+€;X(v) = 0
i=l

I

I

for some x such that

Therefore

so that

a contradiction. It then follows that

~

I

~

0:;i:(v' e/)Ce1,"', er)=eor(e 1, ... , er),
for an arbitrary smooth extension e;EL~;-I of e;EE;'.(v).
I
Now consider the smooth vector bundle
£1 .. ·EB L£r
V
p:'f=Lk1EB
kr-+ •
We have shown that for all vE.A.={v:(v' 1r)v:;i:0}nA, there exists eoETvV and
e=(e 1 , ... ,er) in p- 1(v) satisfying the properties of Lemma 3. But .A. has full measure,
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which contradicts the conclusion of that lemma.

□

Invariant and Smooth Subbundles of E'. Next we want to show how, from the
existence of smooth invariant tensor fields that are not parallel with respect to some
invariant and smooth affine connection v', one obtains invariant smooth distributions
properly contained in E', for E=+ or-.

Proposition

14.

Assume

the

same

hypothesis

of Proposition

12.

Let

rE ~v( 0.E"') be such that v' e/=/=- 0 for some eoEE'( v), vE V, and EE{+,-}. Consider

I<'( v)={77E.E'( v):v' eo T::::0}.
Then the following hold:
(a) vi-+I<'(v) is flow invariant and for almost every vE V, E'max(v)c.I<'(v). Moreover
there exists a nonempty invariant open set where I<' is C°°.
(b)

Define (R'<)l.(v)={eE.e-'(v): n(e, I<'(v))=0}.

invariant C°° distribution

Then L-'=hspan(J<,.-<)1- is an

of linear subspaces of _e-• defined everywhere on V and

such that L-'=/=-0, .e-'. Moreover L-' is invariant under the holonomy transport along

wo.
( c) Assume the following special situation: E' decomposes into the direct sum of two cpinvariant C°° subbundles E'
orthogonal with respect to

n,

=L1 EB L;.

Let us suppose that L1 and

Dt

are skew-

i.e., f!(L!, L'2')=0, and that for almost every vE V, L; is

the factor of the Oseledec decomposition of TV associated to the exponent EXmax• Let
v' 1 be an invariant C°° affine connection adapted to that splitting. If v' 1r=/=-0 for some

rE~v(0E"), then (a) and (b) still hold after replacing E' by L1. In other words, L!
contains a nontrivial invariant sub- bundle, which is C°°.
Proof. K' can be viewed as the solution set of a system of linear equations
smoothly parametrized by vEV. Since v'r is flow invariant, there exists a nontrivial
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invariant open set .A' CV on which K< defines a smooth distribution. By ergodicity of A,
.A' has full measure.
On the other hand, the set

is, by hypothesis, non-empty and clearly invariant, hence it also has full measure.
Let Amax be as given in Proposition 12. For every vES=.A' n.A" n(V-Amax),
E~ax(v) cK<(v) f E<(v).
(The first inclusion and the fact that S has full measure is due to Proposition 12 and
the second proper inclusion holds since vE.A".) This proves (a).
For regular points we have the Oseledec decomposition (CJ), where E~=E~ax•
Define
r-1 £
(
-£
)
F < =_EBE;=
Emax

•=1

j_

.

Then

is a smooth distribution such that

for all vES. Therefore (b) follows from Propositions 6 and 10.
In order to show (c), let ~;EE;'.(v), for i=l,••·, r (vEA) be vectors associated to

'

the exponents f;X 1 .(v) and let ~0 EE~':. 1 (v), associated to foXr-i(v), so that

'

By Proposition 11

Under our assumptions,
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almost everywhere, so we can assume this to be the case for the point v in ( *). We also
have for the above e's that e;EL~i_{v), for k;E{l,2} and each i. Let'{; be a smooth

'

vector field extending e; in a neighborhood of v such that '{;EL~;- for each i. We claim

'

that

for all i.
If that is not the case, and since v'' c 'e;EL~i_(v), there exists 77EL~i_{v)
'-0

'

'

associated to the exponent E;X(v) such that

Again by Proposition 11,

Combining this identity with ( *) we obtain
Xr-1(v)=lx1 .(v)-x(v)j.

'

€.

If k;=l, there would be a vector in L 1' whose exponent (either xdv) or x(v)) was

'

greater than Xr-i(v), an impossibility. If k;=2, x 1.(v)=x(v), hence Xr-i(v)=0, which

'

is also impossible. Therefore the claim must hold and it follows that

Exactly as in the end of the proof of Proposition 13, we conclude that the set of vEA
such that v''

eo r,i:0

for some eoEE~~ 1 (v) has measure zero. On the other hand, we

already know that v''Lf r::O so that v'' ur#O. Therefore we can proceed as in parts
2

( a) and (b ), after replacing Ef by

1

q

in the definition of Kf.

D

The Proof of Theorem 1. The following topological fact will be crucial m the
proof of Theorem 1.
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Proposition 15 ([S] Theorem 27.18). The m-sphere does not admit a continuous

field of k-planes if mis even and l~k~m-1, or if m::::l(mod4) and 2~k~m-2.

We return now to the setting of geodesic flows on manifolds of negative
curvature. Recall the invariant affine connection V defined in section III. As explained
before, the Theorem will be established after we prove the following.
Proposition 16. Let M be a closed CX° Riemannian manifold of dimension

greater than two. Assume the A nosov foliations of the geodesic flow ¥'t: V---+ V on the
unit tangent bundle V of M are CX°. Assume moreover either (a) -4 <I<~ -1

or else

( b) the dimension of Mis odd. Let rE ~v(@E*). Then we must have Vr=:O.

Proof. Under the assumption (a), the proposition follows from Proposition 13 in
the particular case of Xmax<2·Xmin• Note that this condition on the exponents follows
from the curvature assumption, according to Proposition 1.
Assume now that M has odd dimension n, so that the ideal boundary B of

M is

a smooth sphere of even dimension. In particular, it does not admit a nontrivial field of
k-planes for l~k~n-2, due to Proposition 15.
On the other hand, if we had rEC~v( ®E*) with Vr:;i:0, Proposition 14 would
yield a nontrivial smooth field of k-planes denoted there by L -\ invariant under the
holonomy transport along W( 0 • Therefore we obtain a continuous field of k-planes on
B~V /W( 0 • But this is a contradiction.

□

The reason why we could define the k-plane field on B was that L -e is invariant
under the holonomy transport along W( 0 • However, as is shown next, this property of
L -( is not necessary to establish Proposition 16 ( although we preferred the given proof
for it exhibits a structure on B that may exist for even n. We will elaborate on this
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point in the next section). The following easy lemma gives a simpler way of obtaining
the contradiction in the proof of the above proposition.
Lemma 4. Let vE Vf--+L(v)CC(v) be a continuous distribution of k-dimensional

planes defined everywhere on V. Let n be the dimension of M. Then L projects onto a
continuous field of k-planes on an (n-l)-dimensional sphere.

Proof. Let S be a closed submanifold of M diffeomorphic to a sphere of
dimension n-1. Let 1r:V-+M denote the base point map and for each xES denote by
v(x) the, say, inward unit normal vector to S at x. For each vE V, (D1r)v:E£(v)-+v..L is
a linear isomorphism, where v..L is the orthogonal complement to v in T .,M, x=1r(v).
Therefore
xES f--+ (D1r) v(x)L( 11( x)) CT .,S
define the desired field of k-planes on S.

□
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VI. Appendix
In this final section we collect some scattered results, which point to a possible
extension of the previous discussion to the case of dim M

=2( mod 4).

The Theorem proven in the previous sections is a special case of the following
problem.

Conjecture. Let M be a closed <J>O Riemannian manifold of negative sectional
curvature and dimension greater than two. Assume the Anosov foliations of the
geodesic flow <p 1 : V-+ V on the unit tangent bundle V of M are <J>O. Then the geodesic
flow of M is C:::0-isomorphic to the geodesic flow on a closed locally symmetricRiemannian manifold of negative curvature.

In fact, it is believed that a much stronger statement should hold, namely that
it is enough for the conclusion of the conjecture to assume C 2 foliations and, moreover,
in the conclusion the manifold M would be isometric to a Riemannian locally
symmetric space of negative curvature. It is even expected that a similar rigidity
phenomenon should hold for more general Anosov flows ( and diffeomorphisms; see
[FlK]) than geodesic flows on manifolds of negative curvature.
The natural next step after the Theorem proven here (which establishes the
conjecture for dim M:l or 3(mod4)), is to consider the case dim M:2(mod4). In these
dimensions, a Riemannian locally-symmetric space of negative curvature is locally
isometric to either IRH 2 m or CHm only.

If the invariant affine structure given by the Kanai connection v7 is locally
symmetric, we already know from [K] that the conclusion of the conjecture holds.
Therefore, in the following discussion, we assume VR#O and that dimM:2(mod4).
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Note that dimB::l(mod4). Hence Propositions 14 and 15 imply the existence
of smooth subbundles El and E; of E', for E=+ and -, which are defined everywhere
on V and
(1) El is invariant under the holonomy transport along

w-,o

(2) E;=( Et')J_=O-skew complement of Et' in E and E~axcE;
(3) dimE1=1, for i=l or 2 and (DJ)vE1(v)=Et(J(v)).
( 4) On an open invariant set .A (of full measure) El and E; are transverse, z.e.,
E'=ElEBE; on .A.
It is not clear, however, whether the decomposition in ( 4) holds everywhere on
V. If this can be shown to be the case, then more is true. First, it would be possible to
define another invariant affine connection '7 1 on V and its counterpart 'v 1P on P, which
are adapted to that finer splitting (we will give the details in the sequel).
Here are some consequences of assuming that (a) the decomposition in (4) holds
on every point and (b) the sectional curvature of M satisfies the following condition:
-9<K~-1.

Claim (1 ). E; is a I-dimensional smooth distribution, which coincides almost
everywhere with E~ax• Moreover, El is nonintegrable in the following strong sense. Let
denote

the

natural

projection

and

define

a

tensor

field

aEC~tl(El*@El*@E;) such that for all vEV and all { and 77EEHv)
a({, 77)=1r;[{, ij](v)
where

eand ij are smooth vector fields in E1 extending { and 77 in a neighborhood of v,

which are, otherwise, arbitrary. Then, a is everywhere nonzero and, for every v in V
we have: For all nonzero {EEHv) there exists 77EE1(v) such that a({, 77)::;i:0. It follows
that, for every positive Lyapunov exponent x<Xmax, there is another exponent x' such
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that

x+x'=xmax

(almost everywhere).

Claim (2). v''Pis a locally homogeneous affine connection, i.e., v''PR'P=O and
v''PT'P=o where R'P and T'P are the curvature and torsion of v''P. It is also a

complete connection (this is due to an argument of L. Flaminio, which we do not
reproduce here. See [FlK]).
Claim (3). The group G of affine transformations of v''P preserving the
symplectic form
algebra

@

n

and the distributions

F:

on P acts transitively on P and its Lie

is a simple graded real Lie algebra of second kind (we will explain the

terminology later). Disregarding the exceptional algebras, it follows from a theorem of
Cheng [C] (see also [KA]) that there are five families of possible candidates for

@,

among which is su(l, n) - the Lie algebra associated to the isometry group of the
complex hyperbolic space.
In what follows, we would like to give the proofs of the claims stated above.
The Action of r on B. The fundamental group

1r 1

(M) acts freely on

group of isometries. Therefore it also acts on the unit tangent bundle

V,

orbits of 'fl and the leaves of W' 0 • It follows that r acts on P and on
ideal boundary of

M as a

permuting the

V /W' 0 ::::B=the

M, as a group of homomorphisms. One property of this action on B

is that for each element ; Er there are two distinct fixed points b + and b - EB such that
under the iteration of ; points of B other than b + or b - are attracted to b + and
repelled by b- (see [EO]), i.e.,
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The following useful remark is due to M. Kanai. We thank him for explaining it
to us.
Proposition 17. Let B be a topological manifold of dimension m. Assume that

1 :B-+B is a homeomorphism with two fixed points b+ and b- such that

Then B does not admit a continuous ,-invariant foliation of dimension l such that

Proof. Assume that such a foliation exists and call it GJ. Let 9.L + and 9.L - be
small neighborhoods of b + and b - , which are foliated domains for GJ (i.e., they are
domains of foliated charts for <J) and such that 9.L + does not contain b - . Since <J is ,invariant, ,k(9.Lf),

t=+

and-, kEZ, also are foliated domains for GJ.

Let k he a large enough integer so that the boundary of ,k(9.L-) is contained in

9.L + and consider a connected leaf L - of GJ in ,k(9.L -), which does not contain b - ( L - is
homeomorphic to a I-dimensional disc). The boundary of L - is a connected set (since
the dimension of the leaf is greater than 2) entirely contained in 9.L +. Therefore this
boundary is also the boundary of a connected leaf L + of GJ in 9.L +(which is also
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homeomorphic to a 1-dimensional disc). In this way, we have obtained a closed leaf of GJ
given by L=L-uL+, which does not contain b-. By applying; several times to L we
obtain a closed leaf of GJ contained in CU+, a contradiction since CU+ is a foliated domain
□

of GJ.

Corollary. There exists no foliation GJ of V such that F= TGJ C FJ has dimension
greater than 2 and F is invariant under the holonomy transport along VV--' 0 •
□

Proof. Such an F would induce a f-invariant foliation on B.

Affine Connections Adapted to Smooth Decompositions of E'. Assume that E'
(t=+ or-) decomposes as a direct sum of smooth <p-invariant subbundles

E1,

i=l,··,

k,

We assume that the decomposition is skew-orthogonal, i.e., O(Et,E~)=O if t=j:8 or i=j:j.
Denote by

the linear projections and recall the invariant affine connection v' ( v'P) on V ( P)
defined in section III. Define
v''=I>i"tv'71"i, tE{O,-,+} and iE{l,-·•,k}.
i ,f

Similarly we can consider v' 1P on P, adapted to the splitting of TP into the sub-bundles

Fi, which

are the projections of

Ei to TP.

Proposition 18. v' 1 (v' 1P)

defines a <p (f) -invariant smooth affine connection

on V (P) such that (we omit the corresponding properties for v' 1P)

( i)

v' 1E;c.£1, tE{ +,-,0} and iE{l,••·, k}

( ii)

v' 1<j:,:O, v' 10:O, v' 1d0:O

( iii)
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Proof. These are straighforward consequences of the properties of v'.

□

Lemma 5. Assume that -9<K~-1 and let rEC}nv(i¾iE'). Then, either T:=0 or

Tv,60 for every vE V.

Proof. Let 11·11 denote a Riemannian norm on TV. We use the same symbol 11·11
to denote the norm on the tensor algebra of TV. Suppose that r:;60 but there is a vEV
where Tv=O. Let u be a point in w-(v) such that r.,,60. This is possible since w- is
dense in V. Consider (EE'\u), f;E{ +,- }, iE{l, 2, 3}, such that ru(~ 1 ,
We can assume that the set

{E 1 , E 2 , € 3 }

~ 2 , ~ 3 ),60.

contains more -'s than +'s (we could have

considered J*r instead of r, if that were not the case). Then, as

we have, for all positive t,

~const •e-te-te-te(a-o)t

□

But this is a contradiction.

We now proceed to proving the Claim (1). First, we show that E; is 1dimensional.
Let us suppose this is not the case, hence E1 is 1-dimensional. Let 1ri:"':TV --+Ei:"'
3

denote the natural projection and consider the invariant tensor field rEC~v( ©E*) on V
given as follows:

We have
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( *) If r=J:.0, then either r(£1,

~e,

£1)::j:.0 or r(£1, £1, ~f)=J:.0 for f= + or-.

Proof of ( * ). Let L -f be the distribution obtained in Proposition 14 (b ). If the
dimension of L -f is greater or equal to 2 then, by Proposition 15 and Lemma 4, L -f
has in fact codimension 1 in E-f and N 1f=(L-f)..L - the (1-dimensional) skewcomplement of L -f - coincides almost everywhere with E;,,ax, which is almost
everywhere contained in E;. Therefore Nlf is contained in E;. Again, by Lemma 4, we
obtain a codimension 1 continuous distribution N (the projection of E;) on a sphere of
dimension m::::l(mod4) and, contained in that distribution, a continuous line field N 1•
But the orthogonal complement of N 1 in N is a continuous distribution of codimension
2 on that sphere, contradicting Proposition 15. Therefore the dimension of L -f is less

than or equal to 1.
If L-f=0, we have ( by the definition of L-f) that Kf=E\ hence T::::0, which is

not the case. Otherwise, if the dimension of L -f is 1, then Kf has codimension 1 in Ef.
Now, if
r(E1, · , · )=0,
we would have (by the definition of Kf)

E1 C Kf.

Again, this gives a 1-dimensional

continuous distribution contained in a codimension 1 continuous distribution in Ef. But
this was just shown to be impossible. Hence r(E1,

)=J:.0.

It is clear, from O(E\ Ef)=0, that

r( · , Ef, Ef)=0,

r( · , E 2\ E;)=0,
since ,B(Et · )=.8( · ,E~)=0 for 6= + or -, and
r(E, Et, E1)=E.8(Et, ED-.8(v'EEt, E1)-,8(Et,v'E ED
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=EO(Ej_""', ED-O(v'EEj_""', ED-O(E 1\v'E ED
(v'EO)(Ej_""', ED=O.
Hence

If i 2 =2 and

l 1 =l 2 ,

we have

r(E\ E;, E 1')=E',8(E;, E 1')-,8(v'E,E;, E1')-,8(E;,v'E' E 1')
= -O(v' E'E;, E 1')
=O(E;,v' E' Ej_""')
=0,
where the last step is due to the fact that

v' E' E 1' CE 1'.
(Recall that E 1' is invariant under the holonomy transport along W' 0 and that
holonomy transport corresponds to parallel transport, according to Proposition 7.)
Analogously,

Therefore we have ( * ).
Next, we show that r:;i:O. Otherwise,

O=r(E', E 2', ED
=E' ,8(E2', ED-,B(v' E'E;-', ED-,8(E2' ,v' E' ED
=-0(v'E,E 2', ED, since O(E 2', ED=O
Hence v' E' E 2 < C E 2 ', so that ( according to Proposition 7) E 2 ' is invariant under the
holonomy transport along W' 0 • Moreover, since the same is true for E1, i.e.,

v'E-,E1cE1,
we have
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O=fl(V E-€E1, E:t)
= -fl(E1, V E-€Et),
so that

But the torsion T of V has only component along the flow, so that
[Et ,E2€]cV E-€E2€ cEt.
2

Therefore E 2 € is an integrable distribution. But this contradicts the Corollary to
Proposition 18. Therefore r:;tO.
According to what was just proven, at least one of the following holds

(1)

r(E1, E 2 \ ED:;tO for 1:=+ or -

(2)

r(E1, E1, Et):;tO fort:=+ or -.

The following analysis refers to case (1). The discussion for case (2) is totally
analogous. Consider

r 1 is a nonzero element of C~v( &E*). By Lemma 4 and by what was proven above, r 1
is nowhere vanishing. Define, for vEV

Since E1 is 1-dimensional, v-N(v) defines a codimension 1 distribution in E 2 \ hence a
codimension 2 distribution in E-€. Again, due to Lemma 4, this violates Proposition 15.
This contradiction establishes that E; is 1-dimensional for 1:= +

and -

and, in

particular, E; = E~ax almost everywhere.
Now, we proceed to proving the nonintegrability property of E1 claimed in (1).
It is clear, from the fact that fl(E1, E 2 f) =0, that it will be sufficient to show the
following distribution is identically zero:
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w-

0

(v)

Recall the notation of section II (in the paragraph on holonomy). Let 9l be the
domain of a foliated chart for Wf and w-fO and v, v' be any two points in 9l such that
v' EW9.t 0 (v). Consider the holonomy map

%:fv: uEWqi (v)i-+u' EW9.t (u)nWqi (v').
diffeomorphism, if e and T/ are vector fields on Wqi(v)
0

Since

:itY,t1

is a

(tangent to this

leaf), we have
D%9f
[e, TJ]=[D%9f
e, D%9f
TJ]
VV
VV
Vtl
so that, if e and TJ are holonomy invariant (i.e., D%9f
e=e, etc.) then so is
ti ti

[e, TJ].

We already know that

Also note the following property of E 2f. If , is any smooth curve in w9..L 0 ( u) joining
the points u and u', then

In fact, since

n is

Et

is invariant under the parallel transport along 1 , i.e.,

a parallel tensor, we have
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=Ou,( P'E 2€(u), P'EHu))
=0 u,( P'E 2€(u), 0%9;
u u E1(u))

Therefore

Now, for u 1 =%'\1
(u),
IJ IJ
L€(u')={(EEHu'): Ou,(Et(u'), [(,E1](u 1))=0}
={(0%'\1
)u( 1: ( 1 EEHu) and OU ,( E 2€(u 1), (0%'\1
)u [(', Ei] (u))=O}
V V
V V

where , is any smooth curve in

W9l

0

(u) joining u and u 1• Here, we are using the fact

U(u')=(OJtjLJu{(' EEHu) : Ou( E 2€(u), [(', E1](u))=O}
=(0%'\1
)u U(u),
IJ IJ
hence U is invariant under the holonomy map.
It now foilows from Proposition 6 that U can be extended to a smooth
distribution contained in Ei and defined everywhere on V (the extension being
hspanU). Therefore by Proposition 15 and Lemma 4, we must have U=O or Ei. In
the latter case (by the definition of U), Ei would be integrable (in the usual sense).
But this is impossible by the Corollary of Proposition 18. Therefore U =0.
The relation among the exponents, in Claim (1), follows now by applying
Proposition 11 to the tensor field

a=0( a(

• , • ), • ).

Now, we show that V'P is a locally homogeneous connection.
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Let R 1 and T 1 denote the curvature and torsion of the <p-invariant connection
'7 1, on V. Define

R1=D(R 1( · ,
It is not difficult to verify that

•)•,•)and

T1=D(T 1(

R1EC~v( ~E*)

and

•, • ) •, • ).

T1EC~v( SE*)

(the point here is to

show that these tensors vanish when contracted with ,p ).
From Proposition 14 ( c) and the fact that E~ cannot contain a nontrivial
continuous distribution of linear subspaces, it follows that
"v 1 R1 :0 and "v 1T1 :0.

But this implies that

A different way of establishing this fact is to use Proposition 13 and the
following observation. Let

Xtmax

and

denote the maximum and minimum

Xmin

Lyapunov exponent for the restriction of D<p, to
Xmax=X1max

On the other hand, if

Ximax~ 2·Xmin,

+

Ef.

By Claim (1), we must have

Xmin•

we would have

assumption that -9<K~ -1. Therefore

Ximax<

Xmax ~

3·Xmin• contradicting the

2· Xmin, and we can apply Proposition

13.
The Group of Affine Transformations of "v 1P. Choose a point xEP and define
!J3!=F!(x), for iE{l,2} and t:E{ +,
( Recall that

Fi

is the projection of

Ei

- }.

to TP.)

We regard a linear endomorphism o:T xP-+ T .,P as a derivation of the tensor
algebra of T .,P. Hence, e.g.,
( o• R'p)(

e1 ,e2)e3 =aR'p ( e1 ,e2)e3-RIP ( ae1,e2)e3

-R'P ( e1,ae2)e3-RIP (

e1 ,e2)ae3,
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Define

and
lD=!il-2+ lil-1 + lilo+ $1 + $2Also define $'=$, 2+ $, 1 and $=$- +$+. The Lie brackets on @ are defined as
follows: For all

e, 77E$ and a, ,8E$

0,

[a, ,B]=ao,8-,Boa

e]=ae
re, 111 = -R'pc e, 11)-T'pc e, 11).
[a,

@, equipped with these brackets, form a finite dimensional Lie algebra. This is an easy
consequence of Bianchi's identities (see [KN]).
An essential feature of@ is that it contains an element 8E!llo such that
ad(8)1$; =ii$/ for iE{-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}.
Proof. Define 8EEnd(TxP) by(*)- We need to show that 8E$ 0 • It is dear that
8FHx)cFHx). Also
1

1

( 8rlx )(Fi(x), Fi (x) )=Ox( 8Fi(x), Fi' (x) )+rlx(Fi(x), 6Fi (x))

=( d+/j)Ox(FHx), Ff (x)).
But rlx(FHx), Ff (x))=0 unless i=j and / =

-t,

in which case d+/j =0, so that

8•rlx=0.

Now, consider 6-T'P. To show this is zero, suffices to prove that for all

For that, it is clearly enough to show

e, 77 in
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T'P(F1(x), F;(x)) =0, T'P(F;(x), F;(x)) =0, T 1P(Fi(x), Ft(x)) =0
T 1P(F1(x), F1(x))CF;(x), T'P(Ft(x), F;(x))CFi(x).
These relations, in turn, follow from the similar relations of T', which are proven
below. Let vEVbe a pre-image of x.
T 1(E1(v), E;(v)) =0, T 1(E;(v), E;(v)) =0, T 1(Ei(v), Et(v)) cE 0 (v)
T 1(E1(v), E1(v))CE;(v), T 1(E 1'(v), E;(v))CE1(v).
The proofs are all similar and we show only T 1(E~(v), Et(v)) cE 0 (v), as an example.
Define rEC~ 11 ( ~E*) by

and, if

r#O, apply to it Proposition 11. There will be positive Lyapunov exponents

x<Xmax, x' <xmax, x"

and EE{+, - } such that

x-x'+f•x"=O.
If

f

= +, we have

x' = x + x".

If

f

= - ,

x = x' + x".

There is no loss of generality in

assuming that the latter case holds. From Claim (1), there exists a positive Lyapunov
exponent

x"' such that
Xmax=X+X " ' =x ' +x ff +x " ' ~ 3 ·Xmin•

But this is impossible, since the condition -9<K:$-1 implies

Xmax<3·Xmin.

Therefore

r::0, as we wanted.

6oR 1P( · , • )=R'P( · , · )06. Hence, we only need to show that for all{, 77ETxP

This property is a consequence of

We show only one instance of(**), say R'(Ei, E;)Et°=0, to illustrate the technique.
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Define, as we did for T 1, the tensor field rEC~vC ~E*) given by

If r=;t:0, Proposition 11 yields: there exist positive Lyapunov exponents X, x', x" <Xmax

such that

' "

x-xmax+x -x =0.
But by Claim (1), there exists Lyapunov exponents µ,

µ' <Xmax

such that

' '

Xmax=x+µ=x +µ,
so that
II
Xmax-X
+µ+µ I 2'.'. 3 ·Xmin•

This is a contradiction, proving T:0 and the existence of 8.
Using the action of ad( 8) on

@,

D

one readily obtains that

!13\

€

=+

and - , are

nilpotent subalgebras of ID and

i.e., ID is a graded Lie algebra of 2nd. kind.

Before continuing, we need to fix a few more definitions. From here on, we
closely follow the steps of M. Kanai (see [Kl).
Let G be a connected, analytic group with Lie algebra

@.

defined above gives rise to the 1-parameter group of automorphisms
<Pt=Exp t-ad(8)

The element 8 of ID
</J

of ID

:@-+@,

satisfying, for c;E!Pj, jE{-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 },

</J

induces a 1-parameter group <I> of automorphisms of G and the closed subgroup H of

G consisting of fixed points of <I> is a Lie group with Lie algebra
Define the quotient

P=G/H.

Then

P is

!13 0 •

a reductive homogeneous G-space and
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we have the following facts. The proofs are analogous to the corresponding statements
in [K] ( one should pay attention to the fact that in [K] P is an affine symmetric space).
(a) The subspaces

!Jli, for i:fO, (which are ad(!Jl 0 )-invariant) define G-invariant

distributions Flil on P, where t is the sign of j. F£=F~EBF;, for ,=+ and -, are
integrable distributions and we denote their foliations by <if'.
(b) Identify !Jl~ToP, o=HEG/H. Let

V

denote the canonical G-invariant connection

on the reductive homogeneous space P (see [KN]). Let T and

R

be its torsion and

curvature tensor. Then, at owe have: for{, 77, (E!Jl
T({, 77)0=-[{,77]$=$-component of -[C 77]

(Il(e, 11)00=-[[e, 11l!lla' (].
Moreover VT=O, VR=O and Vis geodesically complete.
( c) The 1-parameter group of automorphisms

<1> 1 :G-+G,

(which commutes with the

right multiplication by H) descends to a 1-parameter group of automorphisms of (P, V,
•+ •
•
GJ , GJ-), which fixes o=HEP.

leaves of <if+. ciJ:+ and

<if-

•

for t~O, contracts the leaves of GJ- and expands the

<1> 0

are transverse, G-invariant foliations of

P of

complementary

dimensions.
( d) If J.} is a leaf of <if£ for t= + and -, then l +nt- contains at most one point ([K]
Lemma 3.5)
(e) Define $ 0 £=!Jl 0 +$f and let H' denote the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra
$ 0 £. Then Ht, t= + and -, are closed subgroups of G ([K] Lemma 3.5). Therefore we
can construct the homogeneous spaces B'=G/H.
(f) If~ is an ideal of@, then ~=}:~n!Jli, iE{-2,-1, 0, 1, 2} (similar to [K] 3.2).
i

(g) If B' are compact, then @ is semisimple ([K], Lemma 3.6).
(h) There exists a developing mapping W:P-+ P, which is an affine map with respect to
the connections V 1P and V and preserves the foliations (i.e., w(GJ'(x))=<if£(w(x))). w
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factors through Be and defines a covering map We: Be=V/Wt 0 -+.B (t=+ and-).
Hence (since Be is diffeomorphic to a sphere of dimension~2), .13e are compact. By (g)
it follows that @ is semisimple (see [KN] vol I, chapter IV and the discussion in [K]
4.1).

(i) @ is simple. (Kanai's proof of this fact does not seem to apply in our case, so we
give a proof of it below).

Proof of (i). We already know that @ is semisimple. Let @=@ 1 EB··• EB@k be the
decomposition of@ into its simple ideals. By (f), @;=~@;n!Jlj• Therefore, as lilt is 1J

dimensional, there exists an i such that !Jltc@;. Let

K.

denote the Killing form of@ (1,.

is nondegenerate).
By Lemma B.2 of [C], 1,.(!Jl 2 , !Jl_ 2 )#0. Hence

We claim that for all O#eE!Jlei, there exists 77E!Jle1 such that [e, 77] E!Jle 2 -{0}
(we leave the proof of this fact to the end of the paragraph). Then for all eE!Jl 1 -{O},
there exists 11Ei 1 such that

Thus for all eE!Jl 1 - {O}, [e 1 , !Jl_ 2 ]#0. Therefore the linear map

is an isomorphism, where

e_

2

is a nonzero vector in !Jl_ 2 and we recall that !Jl 1 and !Jl_ 1

have same dimension. But !Jl_ 2 is contained in the ideal@;, so that $_ 1 =[$ 1 , !Jl_ 2 ]C@i.
Analogously, $ 1 C@;, so that $C@;.
Also note that
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But if aElflo is such that [a, e]=0 for all eE!fl, then a=0 since by definition [a, · ]
EEnd(!jl). Therefore $ 0 n@j=0 for allj:,i:i. It follows that

so that @=@;.

It remains to show that

Observe that

=-T. 'p (!lle1' !llfl)
(recall that R'P(!ll£1, !llei)=R'P(F~(x), F~(x))=0). On the other hand, if
and

e, ij are extensions of (

e,

77EF!l(x),

and 77 along F~, then

rye-[e, ij](x)

T'P(e, 11)=v''eij-v' 1
fMP-

fMPc

MP~+MPc
v77,._

=1r1ve11-1r1v77.,,-ve77

= 1r; v"eij-11"; v'rye
=71"Hv"efi-v';e)
=11";[;;,e](x)
=-a(e, 'TJ).
Therefore ( *) follows from Claim ( 1 ).

D
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